
Feedback for John Umney

 
This is a very personal work and therefor by this very nature impossible to critic with out fear of a
critic towards the artist himself. They are so interwined. There is a critic of text and of image and of
their relationship. So 'll start with the easiest of the three, the image,the opening image is stunning
and sets the unknown territory we are about to enter. We immediately feel the sense of absence, the
coldness, the loss. From the open nothingness an island appears in the fog. This could be where you
are looking for him hiding in the bracken or maybe a self portrait. You and him both. The move to
the psychical sterile gold chain pulls me back out the unconscious world into the culture, a clue to
him. It begins to dawn on me that the nature is your internal world and the objects are him and their
relationship are startlingly different. There are images from the natural world I would edit out. I
think the series would be stronger with less of them. Some of them are weaker and interrupt the
poetry of the series. As I viewed this work on a pdf I recognise that my experience is different from
the postcards you originally showed me but something else happened that I am not sure you
intended. I saw diptychs. The landscape and the objects.

The last three pages from the sting of his spittle, next landscape, and then the rings works brilliantly
together. Each element expands the narrative, is very moving and visually connects. They are all
open and leave me space as the viewer to enter. Some earlier text and image are too literal and leave
me outside the work. I expect those images are personal to you and mean a lot but if the work is to
touch the universal sense of loss, disappointment, love etc it is not enough that it is meaningful to
you. (It is of course important that it is meaningful to you!) But if you are talking to yourself then
there is no need to show the work it remains therapeutic and personal. I like the text that are the
messages he brain washed you with. The text that begins The fact that someone is dead may mean
that they are not alive.....could be your first opening text rather than I keep looking for him... . I like
that less as I feel you are telling me something that you dont trust I will discover. I personally don't
feel you are looking for him but for yourself. Most the text is excellent but there is some that I think
still needs work for example the text about your childhood. Even without the first sentence it would
still have the same meaning. The word 'childhood' repeats four times in three and a bit lines. I think
you could edit some of the text further to distill it to its essence. For example the first memory of my
father … could start with When I was an infant he challenged me. I also don't think you need the
last sentence I detested that laugh....... It is painful enough and the extra sentence makes it shut
down the feeling. The following three pictures are not as strong as the other images.

Your work is sensitive and thoughtful, you have some beautiful images and moving text. My
feedback is aimed to refine the feelings you aim to express. I am looking at the work not as a
personal document and its significance to you in relation to your experience but how that then
communicates outside yourself. It is engaging but I would increase the ambiguity (like your
opening image). Its a matter of removing a few words and a few images to intensify the longing.
Hope this is helpful.

 




